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Von Helsing is holding some instructions looking confused. He looks out 

towards the audience. 

Von Helsing: Welcome to know you again. Sorry for the incontinence, but I 

need you help, I have to put this chair together but I am ashamed of myself for 

my poor English so am in trouble to use these instructions. Sometimes I feel I 

need to go back to shcool. Can you help? 

(Waits in earnest) 

Von Helsing: Uitstekend! Excellent! 

(He gets ready to give advice) 

Von Helsing: Please do not noisy as I give instruction as we iz going to build this 

chair. I can’t hardly believe how difficult this looks. Begin wiz piece a1 to c4, 

and a2 to c5. I could of written this down for you but I forgot their notebook 

for you to write this down. I know how to make this easier, I could go to the 

store and got milk and cookies? Or not? Maybe not actually because I eat 

dinner only 20 minutes ago and I didn’t even want no pudding. 

Ok, f2 screws into g7 and then tied to e2. Good, good, good. It’s coming 

together nice. What iz that? You want to take it all out of the box at once? No, 

no, no, please do not spilt everywhere and litter up. 

Ok, next bit of advise, d3 to a9 and all those small woods into c1. Is this OK? 

I’m just trying to advice you, irregardless of what you think. I am just trying to 

be az pacific az I can to get this chair perfect. 

OK, this iz the dangerous part. We needs to keep fatalities down as we have a 

blade. The blade is extremely sharp, keep out of children. B2, 4, 6, and 8, into 

a2. What? You want a break? OK, I shall take over. You lady need push this 

button before leaving or you won’t be able to get out of the door, For 

restrooms, go back toward your behind. 
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OK, if I glue this, add that, and hammer this. It should be ended. 

(He does those actions and then stands back at a terribly made chair. It barely 

looks like a chair. He looks defeated, and a bit nervous about his creation). 

Von Helsing: I defiantly can’t sit there. 

 

 


